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Wireless Networks - 802.11 WiFi Exploration
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Documentation License, Version 1.2 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. A copy
of the license can be found at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/fdl.html.

1 Lab Overview

This lab will give a brief introduction of the basic principles and protocols of 802.11 Wifi network as
well as three major 802.11 frame types. Based on the usage of tcpdump from previous labs, students will
be asked to use tcpdump in monitor mode to capture packets with radiotap header information,
analyse signal strength and figure out which wireless frame contains radiotap header and how
different distances effect received signal strength. Students are assumed to be comfortable using a command
line interface.

Students will work on two tasks:

• Use tcpdump in monitor mode to capture packets with signal strength, and then analyse
which wireless frame contains information of signal strength.

• Learn how distance effects received signal strength.

As the SEEDUbuntu doesn’t support wireless connection, we will use an actual Ubuntu machine in this
lab. The latest Ubuntu system can be downloaded from http://www.ubuntu.com/download/desktop

2 802.11 Standard Introduction

IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN, also know as WiFi, is a set of standards for wireless local area network
communication. The 802.11 standards includes 802.11b, 802.11a, 802.11g.

Figure 1: Summary of 802.11 standards

The 802.11 frame is like this:

Figure 2: Basic frame format in IEEE 802.11

In the above figure, Preamble and PLP are some details in physical layer. The preamble enables
the receiver to recognize 802.11 protocol from the incoming signal before the actual content of the frame
arrives. The PLP contains certain protocol in physical layer. The MAC deals with frame data, it is like the
following:
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Figure 3: MAC frame format

MAC header includes Frame Control, Duration/ID, Address, Sequence Control and
Qos Control. Frame Body moves the higher-layer payload from station to station. FCS allows sta-
tions to check the integrity of received frames. Here is the format of Frame Control:

Figure 4: Frame control format

Protocol Version is usually 0. There are three Types: Management Frame (0), Control Frame
(1) and Data Frame (2). Sub Type defines the frame more precisely according to its type. To DS indicates
that the frame is sent from BSS to DS, while From DS indicates the opposite. More Frag is use to show
if more fragments are to follow: if there are, bit in More Frag set as 1; otherwise 0. The bit in Retry is set as
1 if the frame is a retransmission of an earlier frame. Pwr Mgt (Power Management) indicates if STA is
on power-save mode (1) or not (0). More data shows if there is at least more than one frame to be sent.
Protected Frame is set to 1 to indicate that the data in Frame Body is encrypted and 0 if not. Order
is used to show if frames are delivered in order.

3 Monitor Mode

3.1 Monitor Mode Introduction

In previous labs, we have used promiscuous mode in wired networks. However, wireless networks do
not support promiscuous mode. Therefore, we will use monitor mode in wireless networks so that we
can capture packets without having to associate with an access point or ad-hoc network. Most importantly,
radiotap header must be captured in monitor mode. Monitor mode offers many other usages such as
collecting traffic for WEP cracking, providing interface for passive wireless network monitoring, reducing
interference with other WiFi devices and such, but those usages will not be discussed in this lab. In addition
to monitor mode, there are five other 802.11 wireless operating modes: managed mode, master mode,
ad-hoc mode, mesh mode and repeater mode.

3.2 Switching Network to Monitor Mode

Use command:

harry@ubuntu:˜$ iwconfig

lo no wireless extensions.

eth0 no wireless extensions.

wlan0 IEEE 802.11bgn ESSID:off/any
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Mode:Managed Frequency:2.437 GHz Access Point: Not-Associated
Tx-Power=20 dBm
Retry long limit:7 RTS thr:off Fragment thr:off
Power Management:on

pan0 no wireless extensions.

to check your wireless network name and mode on your Ubuntu machine, here it is wlan0 and it is on
managed mode. Then run command:

harry@ubuntu:˜$ sudo ifconfig wlan0 down
[sudo] password for harry:
harry@ubuntu:˜$ sudo iwconfig wlan0 mode monitor
harry@ubuntu:˜$ sudo ifconfig wlan0 up

to switch your wireless network to monitor mode. There is a issue with most MAC802.11 drivers,
so to avoid the ”SET failed on device wlan0: Device or resource busy” error, make
sure to turn off the interface before setting monitor mode and turn it on afterwards. Now you can also use
iwconfig to check if switch is done:

harry@ubuntu:˜$ iwconfig

lo no wireless extensions.

eth0 no wireless extensions.

wlan0 IEEE 802.11bgn Mode:Monitor Frequency:2.412 GHz Tx-Power=20 dBm
Retry long limit:7 RTS thr:off Fragment thr:off
Power Management:on

pan0 no wireless extensions.

To turn off monitor mode, run command:

harry@ubuntu:˜$ sudo ifconfig wlan0 down
harry@ubuntu:˜$ sudo iwconfig wlan0 mode managed
harry@ubuntu:˜$ sudo ifconfig wlan0 up
harry@ubuntu:˜$ iwconfig

lo no wireless extensions.

eth0 no wireless extensions.

wlan0 IEEE 802.11bgn ESSID:off/any
Mode:Managed Frequency:2.437 GHz Access Point: Not-Associated
Tx-Power=20 dBm
Retry long limit:7 RTS thr:off Fragment thr:off
Power Management:on

pan0 no wireless extensions.
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Other than using iwconfig to turn monitor mode on and off, this switching can also be accomplished
with other commands as following:

harry@ubuntu:˜$ sudo airmon-ng start wlan0
[sudo] password for harry:

Found 5 processes that could cause trouble.
If airodump-ng, aireplay-ng or airtun-ng stops working after
a short period of time, you may want to kill (some of) them!

PID Name
1002 NetworkManager
1004 avahi-daemon
1005 avahi-daemon
1150 wpa_supplicant
2857 dhclient
Process with PID 2857 (dhclient) is running on interface wlan0

Interface Chipset Driver

wlan0 Unknown rtl8192se - [phy0]
(monitor mode enabled on mon0)

harry@ubuntu:˜$ iwconfig
lo no wireless extensions.

eth0 no wireless extensions.

wlan0 IEEE 802.11bgn ESSID:"uml-wireless"
Mode:Managed Frequency:2.437 GHz Access Point: 00:24:6C:D3:68:82
Bit Rate=54 Mb/s Tx-Power=20 dBm
Retry long limit:7 RTS thr=2347 B Fragment thr:off
Power Management:off
Link Quality=49/70 Signal level=-61 dBm
Rx invalid nwid:0 Rx invalid crypt:0 Rx invalid frag:0
Tx excessive retries:0 Invalid misc:0 Missed beacon:0

mon0 IEEE 802.11bgn Mode:Monitor Tx-Power=20 dBm
Retry long limit:7 RTS thr=2347 B Fragment thr:off
Power Management:on

harry@ubuntu:˜$ sudo airmon-ng stop mon0

Interface Chipset Driver

wlan0 Unknown rtl8192se - [phy0]
mon0 Unknown rtl8192se - [phy0] (removed)
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Here airmon-ng allows us to monitor on mon0 while still being associated on wlan0. If airmon-ng
is not yet installed in your Ubuntu machine, it can be installed with following command:

harry@ubuntu:˜$ sudo apt-get install aircrack-ng

Installing a aircrack-ng suite allows you to use airmon-ng script as well as many other ones, but here
we just focus on airmon-ng.

4 Capturing Packets with Signal Strength

Having monitor mode turned on, we can capture all packets that the wireless network interface controller
(NIC) can receive with signal strength information in the packets.

Run command:

harry@ubuntu:˜$ sudo tcpdump -y ieee802_11_radio -i wlan0
tcpdump: data link type ieee802_11_radio
tcpdump: WARNING: wlan0: no IPv4 address assigned
tcpdump: verbose output suppressed, use -v or -vv for full protocol decode
listening on wlan0, link-type IEEE802_11_RADIO (802.11 plus radiotap header),
capture size 65535 bytes
05:10:32.511435 1319741823us tsft 11.0 Mb/s 2412 MHz 11b -56dB signal antenna 0
[bit 14] Beacon (uml-student) [11.0* 9.0* 12.0 18.0 24.0 36.0 48.0 54.0 Mbit]
ESS CH: 1, PRIVACY[|802.11]
05:10:32.512394 1319742059us tsft 1.0 Mb/s 2412 MHz 11b -56dB signal antenna 0
[bit 14] Beacon (uml-wireless) [1.0* 2.0* 5.5 11.0 6.0 9.0 12.0 18.0 Mbit] ESS
CH: 1[|802.11]
05:10:32.513357 1319743022us tsft 1.0 Mb/s 2412 MHz 11b -56dB signal antenna 0
[bit 14] Beacon (uml-research) [1.0* 2.0* 5.5 11.0 6.0 9.0 12.0 18.0 Mbit] ESS
CH: 1, PRIVACY[|802.11]
05:10:32.514224 1319743985us tsft 1.0 Mb/s 2412 MHz 11b -56dB signal antenna 0
[bit 14] Beacon () [1.0* 2.0* 5.5 11.0 6.0 9.0 12.0 18.0 Mbit] ESS CH: 1,
PRIVACY[|802.11]
05:10:32.544044 1319772619us tsft 1.0 Mb/s 2412 MHz 11b -56dB signal antenna 0
[bit 14] Beacon (leopluradon-intranet) [1.0* 2.0* 5.5* 11.0* 6.0 9.0 12.0 18.0
Mbit] ESS CH: 1, PRIVACY[|802.11]
05:10:32.592096 1319822441us tsft 5.5 Mb/s 2412 MHz 11b -56dB signal antenna 0
[bit 14] Beacon (uml-admin) [5.5* 11.0* 6.0 9.0 12.0 18.0 24.0 36.0 Mbit] ESS
CH: 1, PRIVACY[|802.11]
05:10:32.595122 1319825005us tsft 1.0 Mb/s 2412 MHz 11b -56dB signal antenna 0
[bit 14] Beacon () [1.0* 2.0* 5.5 11.0 6.0 9.0 12.0 18.0 Mbit] ESS CH: 1,
PRIVACY[|802.11]
05:10:32.603729 1319833626us tsft 1.0 Mb/s 2412 MHz 11b -56dB signal antenna 0
[bit 14] Beacon (harry) [1.0* 2.0* 5.5 11.0 6.0 9.0 12.0 18.0 Mbit] IBSS CH:
1[|802.11]

Here we use -y ieee802_11_radio, where ieee802_11_radio is the data link type, to show
signal strength in result. In this case, wlan0 is the surface we want to listen to, because the wlan0 is on
monitor mode. However, if monitor mode was turned on with airmon-ng, then we should listen mon0
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instead of wlan0. Part of the result proves that we can use monitor mode to capture packets from all wireless
networks as long as signals can be received, yet not necessarily have to be actually connected to the laptop.
Besides, it is not difficult to find out that information with signal strength is contained in Beacon frame,
therefore radiotap header is in Beacon frame and belongs to Management frame.

5 How Distance Effects Received Signal Strength

To find out how different distances effect received signal strength, we will use one laptop (laptop A) to talk
to a router via wireless connection using command ping, and another laptop (laptop B) to capture packets
sent from laptop A within different distances as is indicated in the following picture:

Figure 5: Capture packets from different distances

In the above picture, we move laptop B from point X to point Y when capturing packets in monitor
mode. We first connect laptop A to the router via wireless connection and run command ifconfig to
show the MAC address of laptop A, which in this case is 00:23:69:74:b9:d6, and write it down for
filtering packets when we start capturing.

cyj@cyj-laptop:˜$ ifconfig
eth0 Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 60:eb:69:7f:a4:f5

UP BROADCAST MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:0 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:0 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000

RX bytes:0 (0.0 B) TX bytes:0 (0.0 B)

lo Link encap:Local Loopback
inet addr:127.0.0.1 Mask:255.0.0.0
inet6 addr: ::1/128 Scope:Host
UP LOOPBACK RUNNING MTU:16436 Metric:1

RX packets:2480 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:2480 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:0
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RX bytes:186376 (186.3 KB) TX bytes:186376 (186.3 KB)

wlan0 Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:23:69:74:b9:d6
inet addr:192.168.1.112 Bcast:192.168.1.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
inet6 addr: 2002:c0a8:2c6:1234:227c:8fff:fe2e:60ea/64 Scope:Global
inet6 addr: fe80::227c:8fff:fe2e:60ea/64 Scope:Link

UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
RX packets:695887 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
TX packets:46210 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
collisions:0 txqueuelen:1000

RX bytes:144698711 (144.6 MB) TX bytes:9643597 (9.6 MB)

We also need to see which channel is laptop A on, because we need to set laptop B to the same channel that
the laptop A is on so that laptop B can monitor wireless traffic of the laptop A. Run command:

cyj@cyj-laptop:˜$ iwlist wlan0 channel

wlan0 13 channels in total; available frequencies :
Channel 01 : 2.412 GHz
Channel 02 : 2.417 GHz
Channel 03 : 2.422 GHz
Channel 04 : 2.427 GHz
Channel 05 : 2.432 GHz
Channel 06 : 2.437 GHz
Channel 07 : 2.442 GHz
Channel 08 : 2.447 GHz
Channel 09 : 2.452 GHz
Channel 10 : 2.457 GHz
Channel 11 : 2.462 GHz
Channel 12 : 2.467 GHz
Channel 13 : 2.472 GHz
Current Frequency=2.417 GHz (Channel 2)

Then we use command route -n to show the gateway of laptop A, which is the IP address of the router
as well.

cyj@cyj-laptop:˜$ route -n
Kernel IP routing table
Destination Gateway Genmask Flags Metric Ref Use Iface
192.168.1.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.0 U 2 0 0 wlan0
169.254.0.0 0.0.0.0 255.255.0.0 U 1000 0 0 wlan0
0.0.0.0 192.168.1.1 0.0.0.0 UG 0 0 0 wlan0

Now that we know the router’s IP address, which in this case is 192.168.1.1, we can use command
ping to make sure that the laptop A is sending packets by talking to the router.

cyj@cyj-laptop:˜$ ping 192.168.1.1
PING 192.168.1.1 (192.168.1.1) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 192.168.1.1: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=1.40 ms
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64 bytes from 192.168.1.1: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=1.36 ms
64 bytes from 192.168.1.1: icmp_seq=3 ttl=64 time=2.61 ms
64 bytes from 192.168.1.1: icmp_seq=4 ttl=64 time=1.29 ms
64 bytes from 192.168.1.1: icmp_seq=5 ttl=64 time=1.31 ms
64 bytes from 192.168.1.1: icmp_seq=6 ttl=64 time=1.36 ms

Having laptop A all set, now we turn on monitor mode on laptop B, but before start capturing packets, we
need to check if laptop B is on the same channel that the laptop A is on and set the laptop A’s channel for
the laptop B if not.

harry@ubuntu:˜$ iwlist wlan0 channel

wlan0 13 channels in total; available frequencies :
Channel 01 : 2.412 GHz
Channel 02 : 2.417 GHz
Channel 03 : 2.422 GHz
Channel 04 : 2.427 GHz
Channel 05 : 2.432 GHz
Channel 06 : 2.437 GHz
Channel 07 : 2.442 GHz
Channel 08 : 2.447 GHz
Channel 09 : 2.452 GHz
Channel 10 : 2.457 GHz
Channel 11 : 2.462 GHz
Channel 12 : 2.467 GHz
Channel 13 : 2.472 GHz
Current Frequency:2.422 GHz (Channel 3)

harry@ubuntu:˜$ sudo iwconfig wlan0 channel 2
harry@ubuntu:˜$ iwlist wlan0 channel

wlan0 13 channels in total; available frequencies :
Channel 01 : 2.412 GHz
Channel 02 : 2.417 GHz
Channel 03 : 2.422 GHz
Channel 04 : 2.427 GHz
Channel 05 : 2.432 GHz
Channel 06 : 2.437 GHz
Channel 07 : 2.442 GHz
Channel 08 : 2.447 GHz
Channel 09 : 2.452 GHz
Channel 10 : 2.457 GHz
Channel 11 : 2.462 GHz
Channel 12 : 2.467 GHz
Channel 13 : 2.472 GHz
Current Frequency:2.417 GHz (Channel 2)

Now we can start capturing packets sent from laptop A when moving laptop B from point X to point Y and
save results in a file named tracefile.
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harry@ubuntu:˜$ sudo tcpdump -ne -y ieee802_11_radio -i wlan0 -w tracefile
tcpdump: data link type ieee802_11_radio
tcpdump: WARNING: wlan0: no IPv4 address assigned
tcpdump: verbose output suppressed, use -v or -vv for full protocol decode
listening on wlan0, link-type IEEE802_11_RADIO (802.11 plus radiotap header),
capture size 96 bytes
ˆC14306 packets captured
14306 packets received by filter
0 packets dropped by kernel

As is mentioned previously, tcpdump can monitor all traffic that the wireless network interface controller
can receive, we need to filter the result to packets that sent from laptop A only, this is when the MAC address
of laptop A comes in handy, we can use -ne option to show source MAC address and destination MAC
address of packets then specify the packets with the exact source MAC address (SA).

6 Task

Students are provided with tracefile. Please analyze this file and draw a figure showing the change of
signal strength of WiFi packets from wlan host 00:23: 69:74:b9:d6 over time. What observations
can be derived from the figure? When is the signal strength the strongest? What does this strongest signal
strength mean?

Hint: we can use -r option in tcpdump to open tracefile.


